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About This Game

"As the Children of the Ancients sweep through the mining operations of the Northern Provinces, destroying all in their path, the
Executor flexes the industrial might of the State to quell local rebellions. Laperia burns and Kimmel, the charismatic leader of the

Children, will stop at nothing until the empire is reduced to flinders."

Fractured State refines the RTS genre into fast-paced strategic urban combat where the machine driven imperialistic faction of
the Laperian Imperial Army battle to remain in control against the Children of the Ancients, worshipers and masters of an

ancient power. Choose a side then vie for control of each territory where taking over new buildings gives tactical advantage,
provides the ability to recruit more specialized units and army wide bonuses, as well as impart overall dominance of the area.

Doing away with overly complex micromanagement and mass resource gathering, Fractured State focuses on battle strategies in
an urban environment. The only real resources you must manage are your troops, building occupation and time. Each specialized

unit requires a specific amount of time to prepare to enter the fray and each building you take control of determines map
population, recruitment options and territorial control.
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Created by modders for modders, Fractured State is being built from the ground up to embrace the modding community by
focusing on mod-friendly design options throughout development.

In a land engulfed in a brutal civil war split between technical advancement and ancient ways, magic and machines, oppression
and rebellion – which side will you choose in this fractured state?

TERRITORY CONTROL

Battle maps are split up into territories. Occupy the most structures in a territory in order to keep control of it. Territories
provide army-wide bonuses and increase the number of troops you can control. Reinforcements you request arrive via your

controlled territories. Controlling territories and denying your enemy a foothold are the keys to victory.

BUILDING OCCUPATION

Buildings represent important strategic points; this is primarily an urban war after all. Some buildings unlock abilities, new units,
passive bonuses, or squad refreshes. Storm buildings to uproot and destroy entrenched enemy forces. You have full control of

your units whether they are inside or outside.

WEAPON ACCURACY & RELOADING

Your soldiers must keep a mental count of their ammo, or else they could lack it at a crucial moment. No soldier hits his mark
100% of the time, and no weapon is completely accurate. Distance plays a role. Closing down on your target is dangerous but

can yield better results.

COVER

The most common cause of death for soldiers of the Laperian conflict is exposure. And bullets. And exposure to bullets. Cover
makes your units harder to hit. Troops in cover can be dispatched more easily by flanking and rear attacks. Troop placement and

cover management are critical to your success.

EARLY ACCESS LAUNCH FEATURES

 Map Editor – Create and share your own maps with the Fractured State community

 7 Playable Maps – includes 2, 3 and 4 Player Maps

 Multiplayer - LAN and Online

 6 Unique Units per Faction - Children of the Ancients: Knight, Ancient Fist, Warden, Vicar, Ruhk and Fanatic
Laperian: Conscript, Grenadier, Transport, Surgeon, Flamethrower and Sharpshooter

 Multiple Combat Styles - Open area, Occupied Structure and Cover Based
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Title: Fractured State
Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Mechanical Monocle
Publisher:
Mechanical Monocle
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: 3 GHz Intel i3 or equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 570 or Radeon HD 7870 or equivalent DirectX11 card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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Jeu tres passionnant amusant et qui passent le temps , je recomende ce jeu. 80% FPS, 20% puzzle, this game keeps on giving as
more rooms are added.

Spoiler : If at first you find the game too hard, you can unlock the shield after dying 5 times. But as you improve it's more fun to
dodge the bullets then to block them.. If you love the anime, you'll love the game.
If you love the manga, you'll love the game.
If you have any affection towards anything related to my hero academia, you'll love the game.
If not, you will hate this game.
Its overpriced for its content, and they have yet to make any real changes to the game.
They released one DLC and left the game for a while. Still waiting.
I tried to keep playing, but the repetitiveness became too much, and the meta was always the same.
Hackers ruined the leaderboard.
The game needs a lot of tweaks, this review is really late.. Cute Artstyle
++ Unique
++ Obscene amount of content. The game is huge
+ Charming

--- So much grinding. Totally silly, easy fun game. You can sit back & go whoop when you get a run of 7, 8, 9, 10, Jack & then
Zombie Slap a bonus run. Great for late nights when I'm half awake, having a drink, & resemble the Zombie Cute Blonde
Rookie badge. :D. I think it's a really good game as a pilot for such indie-developers like Drama Drifters. Of course game needs
some practice, especially in gameplay. But in other aspects (sound, graphics, narrative) this game is qualitative and interesting.
For this small amount of time you will enjoy some lifeless land views, atmospheric soundtrack and strange story of Corus
Valott. And this is sci-fi game, you just can't refuse. Don't get augmented!. This is an early version of the game WAR
THUNDER by Gaijin. It wasn't bad but it isn't no diffrent than WAR THUNDER.
If you try to play it by mouse and keyboard it is impossible as the keys are every where, then if you hook up a stick you have to
spend forever adjusting the senitivity to who you want it. Which is what I dodn't want to do I want to be able to launch the game
and play with out having to spend forever editing controls.

Then you can't do Multiplayer any more which is miss leading as steam lists it as having multiplayer (Yucan'tPlay).

Inother words don't buy this game just go and play WAR THUNDER if you want a gaijin game.
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Nostalgia is real. Apart from the annoying theme song of the love boat, I still enjoyed playing on a cruise ship. All the different
parts of the boat made it interesting and don't forget the different locations too. The only thing that put me off was the
ridiculous laughing during the cut scenes and not even being that funny to be honest, luckily it's an option to turn off and made it
more bearable to play. Love how Emily and Angela is also part of the story, bonding as sisters and all the drama that goes with
it. The story in general is good, lovely characters but also the challenges are fun and the achievements are easy to obtain as well.
I would recommend it due to the fact that it's different from only running restaurants, this game has a variety!!. There should be
at least 5 difficulty settings, this game only has 3. The jump in difficulty from "beginner" to "intermediate" is astounding. It is
nearly impossible to beat. For any good computer Backgammon game there should be at least 5 difficulty settings. The jump in
difficulty between settings is insane. I can win every game against "beginner" but I don't have a prayer against "intermediate".
They should have gradually increased the difficutly, I am very displeased with the extreme jump in difficulty. Another thing is
that there is no option to make it so that you cannot see your legal moves. I like to calculate my own legal moves, but when the
computer tells you your legal moves, it's basically playing half the game for you. Another thing is that they should have allowed
the option for manual dice rolls, just to make sure the computer isn't cheating. If you are looking for a good Backgammon
game, download "Backgammon Free" for Android, they probably have it for Apple too. It is such a better game. The only thing
that Backgammon Blitz has going for it is the good graphics. I get my♥♥♥♥♥kicked so fast by the computer on "intermediate"
that I don't even learn anything. If they would have had 5 difficulty settings, the♥♥♥♥♥kicking would have been so gradual
that I would actually learn something from my defeats. I do not recommend this game. I recommend "Backgammon Free" for
android.. It's a cute little game with nice clever puzzles. Very atmospheric and intuitive, great visuals, and you cannot die, but
the drawback is - it's very short. Just leaves you wanting more.

I give it two out of four hearts.. The tutorial is only available in Russian.. Just going to give a heads up! Very early development,
bad optimisation, almost no content.. theres no servers feels like i wasted my money. THERE IS STILL BUGS IN IT N IT
CRASHES TILL THIS IS FIXED I GIVE IT A NO

Version 150718 Patch Notes:
- Door visuals updated
- Torch visuals updated
- Option to turn off camera shake added
- XBox button prompts not showing up is fixed
- Added trail to the explosives
- Alchemist going into "pacifist mode" bug is fixed
- Menu background changed to video instead of animation (was not showing up correctly on some resolutions)
- Basic movement tutorial improved
- Added object pooling for better performance
- Bypass of a puzzle with a double jump fixed. Divine D.I.V.A. is out !:
You can also check the bundles for a deeper discount. Have fun and a huge thanks for your support!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1064930
https://store.steampowered.com/dlc/1064930/Divine_DIVA/
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/8181/All_Mia_Games_Bundle/
. Roadmap:
Sadly, I am here to say that the development is not going as fast as I expected. My goal is to deliver these 2 games, Call of the
Mighty Warriors and Cube Land Arena, this year and that's how I planning to do it:

Call Of The Mighty Warriors: The game is in active development, I am redoing everything except the art. My plan is to
release the new version in the first half of the year.

Cube Land Arena: This game is on hold, I will redo everything again like I am doing with Call of the Mighty Warriors and
my plan is to release the new version in the second half of the year.

This two games are being developed in the same time as Andarilho, so, it may have some delays in the future. The achievements
will be added ass the new version is released.
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SC Jogos. Launch date!:
Dear players,

Rebirth will be released on Steam on February 22nd. We are delighted to share this news with you. We will give you some
information about Rebirth universe and our work plans.

- First, comments about system requirements in social media and various sites. We have developed special software to improve
performance optimization. In addition, we have made the world smaller than we planned, allowing players with a low computer
to play the game.

- Within 1 month after the launch, we will provide weekly updates and the features we specify on the store page will be active in
the game. With the launch of the game, you will be able to use the bank service in addition to the basic gameplay mechanics.
Features such as character development will be accessible within the interface but will not affect the game.

- At the end of a 1-month period, we will provide a service that has not been presented in any game before. We will give our
players a list of features that we will add to the game and ask them which the feature they want to add to the game first. As a
result of this vote, we will start working for the selected feature.

- An error reporting screen will be found in the game. Each notification from this screen will be reviewed by our team and if the
notification you made is correct, you will be rewarded with diamonds. The reward will increase according to the size of the
error.

- Rebirth is not pay to win, and will not be. Diamond will be a currency that can be purchased with real money. Additional
services will be available to purchase with diamond. Additional services examples; character name change, Premium, additional
clan slots, additional character slots. In addition, Diamond can be converted to another currency, Gold (Exam.; 1 diamond = 10
gold). Buying diamonds will not reinforce one user against another.

- There will be a market in the game, you will sell your items in this market with Gold. You will be able to buy the items you
need with the gold.

- On the screen of death, a report button will be active. In this way, if your death is caused by an error or you have been killed
by a user who uses a hack, we will monitor and examine the last minutes of your death. If you are right in the examination, the
items you lost when you died will be returned to you.

For more information you can send us a message via Facebook.

See you at the hunt on February 22!. Update 0.2.0 patch notes:
Hello everyone and thank you so much for waiting all this time, update 0.2.0 is nearly here, below is a list of changes or added
features in this build:

- Game version changed to 0.2.0.
- Minor improvements to the main menu in how things are handled.
- 'Demo clear' flag changed to match up with the second boss room (boss coming in next update)
- Ongoing improvements to performance, small steps with more to come.
- Bloom and filter changes and improvements.
- Existing tilesets have had minor visual updates and changes.
- Small sound effect changes and improvements.
- Jumping through one way floors improved.
- Dropping off ladders improved.
- Player animation playback improved (ongoing) you should see less pink squares appear on animation clashes.
- Added a new area, the caves (ongoing)
- Green key card now works to open green doorways
- Elevators have been added.
- New skills have been added.
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- New enemy types have been added, Bats, Wall Crawlers and Chomps.
- Rolling enemy AI has been reworked and changed.
- Floating ball enemy movements has been adjusted (ongoing)
- A handful of engine changes to fix bugs and issues (ongoing)

This update will be live in the next few days, I thank you all for waiting so long and from here on out everything will be at a
much faster pace. Without your support this game would not exist in this state so thank you!. A patch will be released in a few
days:
I found a few weird bugs that were missed earlier. I am fixing them now, and want to release a patch fixing them in a few days.
I also will add two hidden achievements.. Announcing a new gameplay mode for Total War: THREE KINGDOMS -
Mobile Mode!:

Announcing a new gameplay mode for Total War: THREE KINGDOMS - Mobile Mode!
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This simulates the extreme mobile graphics experience that fans have been crying out for – so take a look at what this new
addition has to offer here: https://threekingdomsmobilemode.totalwar.com/. Chapter Nine + Patch 25 Released:
Hello Saviors!

Chapter Nine has been released for Major\Minor!
As well as a new patch that brings some tweaks.

Here are a few of the changes/additions as we prepare for the finale.

- 11 Achievements have been added for the new Chapter
- The dialogue window has changed slightly in color
- The user interface has changed, choices now display differently
- Typos in all nine Chapters have been corrected

I wanted to title screen and UI to be more unique, and I'm done with that project now. :)

The final chapter will be released in the coming months.
I am targeting a release of the Complete edition for Fall 2016.

Thanks!

Kyle "Klace" Lambert
Tall Tail Studios
Project Lead and Head Writer
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